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ABSTRACT ZBLAN fiber is widely used in the mid-infrared band, mainly for spectrum, sensing, laser
power transmission, fiber laser, and amplifier. By tapering the soft glass optical fiber such as ZBLAN
fiber to microfiber, the waveguide behavior can be tailored in the mid-IR spectral range to realize large
normal waveguide dispersion. However, the tunability of the dispersion and nonlinearity must be further
explored. Because hollow waveguides offer various compelling features, we proposed and designed a hollow
ZBLAN microfiber to adjust the dispersion and nonlinearity and numerically investigated the fundamental
propagation characteristics of hollow ZBLAN microfibers within the 2–5 µm mid-infrared spectral range.
The three-layer-dielectric circular waveguide structure was modeled, and the waveguide dispersion, group
velocity dispersion, and nonlinearity coefficients of hollow ZBLAN microfibers were investigated. The
numerical results showed that the hollow ZBLAN microfiber exhibits broadband dispersion compensation
and tunable nonlinear coefficient when its geometry is tailored. The proposed method can be used to
manipulate the propagation characteristics of the microfiber in the mid-infrared regime, and the results
provide a reference for the design of high-performance mid-infrared optoelectronic devices.

INDEX TERMS Hollow waveguides, mid-infrared band, nonlinear optics, optical fiber dispersion, ZBLAN.

I. INTRODUCTION
Low-loss, dispersion, and nonlinearity tunable fiber com-
ponents that operate in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectral
range are highly required in versatile applications in spec-
troscopy, medicine, military, remote sensing, and material
processing [1]. In recent years, with the rapid development
of optical fiber systems, researchers have investigated and
developed near-infrared and mid-IR wavelength optical fiber
and optical-fiber-based equipment suitable for various appli-
cations [2], [3], [4]. Among the low-loss mid-IR optical
materials, ZBLAN glass has a wide transparent window that
extends from the deep-ultraviolet (200 nm) to the mid-IR
(8µm) regime [5], [6]. The intrinsic material loss for ZBLAN
is less than 0.01 dB/km at the 2.5-µm mid-IR wavelength
region, which suggests the possibility of shifting the commu-
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nication wavelength to a longer wavelength with much lower
loss [7]. As the most common composition of heavy metal
fluoride glass, ZBLAN glass is the ideal candidate to make
optical fiber due to its most stable characteristics in fluoride
glasses [8]. Until now, the ZBLANfiber has been widely used
in infrared bands mainly for sensing, laser power transmis-
sion, amplifier, fiber laser, and nonlinear optics [9], [10], [11].
Generating a supercontinuum (SC) spectrum in the

infrared band is one of the most important applications of
ZBLAN fiber. A large-range SC spectrum that extends to the
mid-IR has been produced in ZBLAN fiber, which has been
widely reported recently [12], [13], [14]. As we all know,
the generation of an SC spectrum is a combination of the
dispersion effect and various nonlinear optical effects. The
fiber dispersion and nonlinear characteristics can be tailored
by varying its geometry to modify the waveguide disper-
sion [15]. The basic characteristics of the uniform hexagonal
lattice ZBLAN photonic crystal fiber (PCF) are numerically
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studied, such as the normalized frequency, limited loss,
dispersion, effective mode area, and nonlinear coefficient,
providing a reference for the design of ZBLAN PCF with
different functions within the 2–3 µm mid-IR wavelength
region [16], [17]. The optical properties of tapered ZBLAN
(such as the dispersion, nonlinearity, and confinement loss for
the fundamental mode (FM)) delayed Raman response, and
material losses were investigated to generate SC in a tapered
fiber structure [13].

For other typical applications, ZBLAN fibers can be used
as a dispersion compensator. Unlike the near-infrared regime,
the conventional optical fibers in the mid-IR regime usually
exhibit anomalous dispersion. However, normal dispersion is
highly required for dispersion compensation in high-energy
pulse generation and pulse compression. Although the disper-
sion compensation can be realized through free-space grating
compressors, the configuration will make the system bulky
and complicated. A waveguide with specific dispersion and
nonlinearity can be designed and realized via microstructured
optical fiber, with which the dispersion, effective mode area,
and nonlinear coefficient can be manipulated. However, the
complicated preparation procedures will limit the applica-
tions of the microstructured optical fiber. Another simple
method to tune the dispersion and nonlinearity is to taper
it. By tapering soft glass optical fiber such as ZBLAN fiber
to microfiber, the waveguide behavior can be tailored in
the mid-IR spectral range to realize large normal waveguide
dispersion [18]. However, the tunability of the dispersion and
nonlinearity must be further explored.

Hollow waveguides have attracted extensive attention in
the field of photonics since the concept of infrared hollow
fiber was proposed, and they have been widely used in opti-
cal communication, optical sensing, nonlinear optics, and
other fields [19], [20], [21]. Compared with standard silica
fiber, hollow fiber has a delay reduction of approximately
30%, a higher damage threshold, and a lower nonlinear
response by more than three orders of magnitude, which
is very beneficial for satisfying the emerging capacity and
delay requirements in future optical network [22], [23]. Com-
pared with silica (SiO2) hollow nanowires [24], [25] and
LiNbO3 hollow nanowires [26], ZBLAN hollow nanowires
can manipulate waveguide performance within the mid-IR
wavelength region.

A series of reports has been proposed to fabricate hollow
fibers with different internal structures. In 2002, Fitt et al.
used asymptotic analysis to propose leading-order equations
for the drawing of a capillary, and the process is con-
sidered the first step toward a complete quantification of
the process of drawing arbitrarily shaped holey fibers [27].
Kolyadin et al. discussed the optical transmission of negative
curvature hollow fibers, whose core diameter is 119 µm, and
the capillary wall thickness is 6 µm [28]. Kosolapov et al.
reported the fabrication of the first hollow-core revolver
fiber with a core diameter as small as 25 mm and low
loss at a wavelength of 1850 nm [29]. Jung et al. fabri-
cated several example HCF components with low insertion

FIGURE 1. Schematic of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber: structure and
dimension parameters.

loss, low Fresnel reflection, and high modal purity using
various state-of-the-art HCFs [30]. Fabricating high-quality
microfibers is complex. Yaman et al. reported a new thermal
size-reduction process to produce well-ordered, globally ori-
ented, indefinitely long nanowire and nanotube arrays with
different materials, where the nanowire diameters were less
than 15 nm [31]. With constant technological advances, hol-
low microfiber fiber can be produced with high yields and
repeatability.

Here, we have numerically investigated the basic propaga-
tion characteristics of hollow ZBLAN microfibers. By mod-
eling the waveguide with a three-layer-dielectric circular
waveguide structure, the effective index, waveguide disper-
sion, group velocity dispersion, and nonlinearity coefficients
of hollow ZBLAN microfibers have been investigated. The
numerical results show that the hollow ZBLAN microfiber
exhibits broadband dispersion compensation and a tunable
nonlinear coefficient by tailoring the geometry of the hollow
ZBLAN microfiber. Our simulation results predict that by
adjusting the waveguide design parameters, we can achieve
a low dispersion of 17–24 ps·nm−1

·km−1 over a bandwidth
of 2500 nm. The structure shows a high dispersion value of
−6022.78 ps·nm−1

·km−1 at 2.85 µm. This study should be
useful for the application of SC generation and the design of
dispersion compensation structures.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber
and radius of each area of the cross section. The hollow
ZBLAN microfiber has a three-layer cylindrical dielectric
structure with rotational symmetry. We assume that the hol-
lowZBLANmicrofiber is isotropic, piecewise homogeneous,
and infinitely long on the z-axis.

The refractive indices of the air -core ns and outer infinite
air cladding nc are 1.0. The ZBLAN fiber has the compo-
nent 55.8ZrF4-14.4BaF2-5.8LaF3-3.8AlF3-20.2NaF, and the
refractive indices of the core for ZBLAN can be obtained
using the following Sellmeier functions [18]:

n2f
(
λ

)
= 1 +

1.168λ 2

λ 2 − 0.09542
+

2.77λ 2

λ 2 − 252
(1)

During the numerical calculation, we only consider the
FMs of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber. The transverse field
components are obtained based on the Helmholtz equation
in the homogeneous sections when the refractive index is
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constant [32], [33].[
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where k0 is the free-space wave number; Ez and Hz are the z
components of the field.

All transverse components, including Er , E∅, Hr , and H∅,
can be easily obtained through the relevant formula related to
Ez and Hz.
Applying boundary conditions at r= a and r= b, we obtain

the matrix equation after lengthy rearrangements of eight
linear homogeneous equations. The propagation constant β

can be solved when the determinant of the linear equations is
zero:

det [M (β)] = 0 (3)

whereM is the resulting matrix of the system of equations.
Then, the group velocities (Vg) and waveguide dispersions

(Dw) are easily obtained using the following equations [34]:

Vg =
dω

dβ
= −

2πc
λ 2

dλ

dβ
(4)

Dw =

d
(
V−1
g

)
dλ

(5)

The group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter β2 is

β2 = −
λ 2Dw
2πc

(6)

The confinement loss (CL) can be calculated using the
following formula [35]:

CL =
40π

ln(10)λ
Im(neff ) = 8.868k0Im(neff ) (7)

in decibels per meter, where Im(neff ) is the imaginary part of
the complex effective refractive index.

Finally, the nonlinear coefficient γ is obtained [28]

γ =
2π
λ

∫
n2S2z d

2r(∫
Szd2r

)2 (8)

Here, n2 = 5.4 × 10−16 cm2/W is the nonlinear refractive
index of refraction for ZBLAN [16]. Compared with that
of ZBLAN, we assume that n2 of air is negligible in our
calculations; Sz is the longitudinal component of the Poynting
vector, which can be obtained through numerical calculation
according to the field distribution. We have set the initial
phase to be ϕ1 = 0.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. MODAL CHARACTERISTICS
The modal properties of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber are
analyzed using numerical simulation within the wavelength
range of 2.5–5 µm in this section.
By sweeping the wavelength, we can obtain the effective

index of the FM as a function of the wavelength. When the
air-core was assumed to be 40 nm and the ZBLAN region

FIGURE 2. Effective index curves of the fundamental mode for hollow
ZBLAN microfiber. (a) Air-core radius α = 40 nm with different
thicknesses d of the ZBLAN region; (b) ZBLAN region thickness d =

600 nm with different air-core radii α.

FIGURE 3. Confinement loss curves for hollow ZBLAN microfiber with
different air-core radii and ZBLAN region thicknesses.

thicknesses d varied from 400 nm to 800 nm, Fig. 2(a) shows
the effective index curve of the FM for the hollow ZBLAN
microfiber. As shown in Fig. 2(b), when the ZBLAN region
thickness d was assumed to be 600 nm and the air-core radius
a increased from 20 nm to 80 nm, the effective index curve of
FM reduced accordingly. Numerical calculations show that
the effective refractive index increases with the size of the
hollow fiber and decreases with the wavelength.
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FIGURE 4. Effective mode area curves of the fundamental mode for
hollow ZBLAN microfiber with different air-core radii α. ZBLAN region
thickness d = 600 nm.

Fig. 3 shows the confinement loss as a function of the
wavelength with different air-core a and ZBLAN region
thicknesses d .
The confinement loss is 0.28 dB/m for a = 120 nm, d =

2000 nm and reaches 8.09 dB/m for a = 40 nm, d = 600 nm
at 2.6µm. The confinement losses significantly increase with
decreasing diameter of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber. The
main reason is that the effective index of the ZBLAN region
increases with a larger thickness, which results in a larger
effective index difference between the microfiber core and
air cladding.

We calculated the effective mode area Aeff of several
hollow ZBLAN microfibers with different sizes, and Fig. 4
shows the results. The nonlinear effect decreases with the
increase in Aeff; the nonlinear effect of the hollow ZBLAN
microfiber can be adjusted by changing the air-core radius
and ZBLAN region thickness.

The power density distribution in optical fiber can clearly
explain the field distribution, which is very important in
waveguide design. The thickness of the hollow microfiber
and high contrast between the refractive indices of the
ZBLAN and the air-core will substantially modify the inten-
sity distributions. Fig. 5(a–f) shows the profiles of the power
density of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber with an evanescent
field by gradient profile when a = 40 nm, d = 600 nm
and a = 120 nm, d = 2000 nm at 2.52 µm, 3.3 µm,
and 4.1 µm. All evanescent waves are guided inside the
hollow ZBLAN microfiber. Attributed to the electric field
discontinuity at the boundary between the air-core and dielec-
tric region, the intensity in the central hollow region has
been enhanced when the diameter of the hollow ZBLAN
microfiber increases. Fig. 5(a–f) demonstrates that the power
density value decreases when the wavelength increases.

B. WAVEGUIDE DISPERSION
The fiber dispersion can be tailored by varying its geometry
to modify the waveguide dispersion [15]. ZBLAN has quite
favorable material dispersion performance with a zero disper-
sion wavelength (ZDW) approaching 1.6 µm and a relatively

flat dispersion profile, which requires only a mild waveguide
contribution to the total dispersion to form a second ZDW at
a longer wavelength [13].

Fig. 6 shows the dispersion curves of the hollow ZBLAN
microfiber with various air-core radii, where the ZBLAN
region thickness is d = 400 nm. As shown in the
figure, the air-core radius is a = 10 nm, the ZDW is
approximately 2.19 µm, and the dispersion maximum is
−6022.78 ps·nm−1

·km−1 at 2.85 µm. Then, when the wave-
length increases, the dispersion value decreases, and the
dispersion value is −35.77 ps·nm−1

·km−1 at 5 µm. When
the air-core radius increases to 80 nm, the ZDW shifts to
approximately 2.52 µm, and the dispersion maximum is
−4567.29 ps· nm−1

· km−1 at 3.3µm.Both normal dispersion
and abnormal dispersion regions were obtained. When the
air-core radius of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber increases,
the dispersion maximum point and ZDW shift toward long
wavelengths, and the maximum dispersion value decreases.

The dispersion value is related to the changes in wave-
length and effective refractive index. Compared with the
largest value of −478.3 ps· nm−1

· km−1 achieved at
3.0 µm for ZBLAN PCF [16], the maximum dispersion
increases bymore than 10 times. Hollow ZBLANmicrofibers
obtain larger dispersion values than photonic crystal
fibers.
With varying ZBLAN region thicknesses, the dispersion

curves change. The dispersion is numerically calculatedwhen
the air-core size is designed to be 10 nm. For comparison,
the ZBLAN region thicknesses are set to 400 nm, 600 nm,
800 nm, and 1000 nm. Fig. 7 shows the waveguide disper-
sion curves with various ZBLAN region thicknesses. The
ZDW shifts to 4.37 µm when the ZBLAN region thickness
d increases to 800 nm and disappears in the 2–5 µm wave-
length range when the ZBLAN region thickness d increases
to 1000 nm. When the air-core radius is a = 10 nm and
the ZBLAN region thickness is d = 1000 nm, all disper-
sion values are positive, and the numerical range is 80–600
ps·nm−1

·km−1. In past research, the ZDW of the ZBLAN
microfiber is approximately 1.49 µm [9]. By changing the
air-core radius and ZBLAN region thickness, the ZDW suc-
cessfully shifts to the mid-IR band. Compared with changing
the air-core radius, changing the thickness of the ZBLAN
region more significantly affects the dispersion.

According to the sign of the dispersion parameter, the non-
linear effect in the optical fiber shows significantly different
characteristics. With the disappearance of ZDW, we con-
tinued to study the change in dispersion with increasing
air-core radius and ZBLAN region thickness. Fig. 8 shows
the waveguide dispersion curves with different thicknesses
d of the ZBLAN region when air-core radius a = 400 nm.
With the increase in thickness of the ZBLAN region, the
waveguide dispersion value is positive, and the curve changes
are increasingly smooth. Fig. 8 also shows that when the
ZBLAN region thickness is greater than 2000 nm, the disper-
sion values are positive, and the dispersion values are 60–80
ps·nm−1

·km−1.
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FIGURE 5. Profile of the power density of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber with a fundamental mode state. (a) α =

40 nm, d = 600 nm, λ =2.52 µm; (b) α = 40 nm, d = 600 nm, λ =3.3 µm; (c) α = 40 nm, d = 600 nm, λ =4.1 µm;
(d) α = 120 nm, d = 2000 nm, λ =2.52 µm; (e) α = 120 nm, d = 2000 nm, λ =3.3 µm; (f) α = 120 nm, d =

2000 nm, λ = 4.1 µm.

To further investigate the significant changes in dispersion
values of the ZBLAN region thickness from 1000 nm to
2000 nm, we studied the dispersion value when the ZBLAN
region thickness was 1500 nm, as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9
shows that the change in dispersion value is basically linear
despite different air-core radii.Moreover, the dispersion value
has a small variation range in the mid-IR band; the change in
dispersion value is the smallest especially when the air-core
size is 400 nm. When the hollow size increases to 800 nm,

the dispersion value appears negative with the increase
in wavelength, and the ZDW appears at approximately
4.54 µm.
By changing the structural parameters of the hollow

ZBLAN microfiber, the dispersion characteristics are con-
trollable. According to the required dispersion value and
dispersion variation range, the numerical results provide a
reference for the design of waveguide structures and optical
devices.
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FIGURE 6. Dispersion curves of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber for ZBLAN
region thickness d = 400 nm with different air-core radii.

FIGURE 7. Dispersion curves of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber for air-core
radius α = 10 nm with different ZBLAN region thicknesses d.

FIGURE 8. Dispersion curves of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber with
different thicknesses d of the ZBLAN region. Air-core radius α = 400 nm.

C. GVD PARAMETER
Due to the normal dispersion of ZBLAN fiber, the applica-
tion as a dispersion compensator has been widely studied.
ZBLANmicrofiber has large normal dispersion for the wave-
length range of 2–5 µm by tailoring the fiber geometry [36].
Fig. 10 shows the GVD characteristics of the hollow ZBLAN
microfiber with different air-core radii within the 2–5 µm
mid-IRwavelength region. The result shows that large normal
dispersion of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber can be obtained
by decreasing the fiber air-core size. With the increase in

FIGURE 9. Dispersion curves of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber with
different air-core radii α. ZBLAN region thickness d = 1500 nm.

FIGURE 10. GVD characteristics of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber with
different ZBLAN air-core radii α. ZBLAN region thickness d = 400 nm.

the air-core size, the maximum value of GVD decreases and
moves to the long wavelength, and the change in numerical
value is more gentle. The GVD parameter can be easily
adjusted by varying the hollow ZBLAN microfiber air-core
size. To clarify the potential dispersion compensating ability
of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber, the GVD of the hollow
ZBLANmicrofiber with different ZBLAN region thicknesses
has been discussed, as shown in Fig. 11. Similar to the effect
of an increasing air-core radius, the maximum value of GVD
decreases, and the maximum point moves to the long wave-
length with the increase in ZBLAN region thickness. The
broadband GVD can be obtained by tailoring the geometry of
the hollow ZBLANmicrofiber, which is significant in optical
communication and nonlinear optics.

D. NONLINEAR COEFFICIENT
The highly non-linear, dispersion flattened fiber plays a
central role in the generation of an ultra-wide and high-
power SC. Fig. 12 shows the nonlinear coefficients γ for
various core radii with the change in wavelength when
ZBLAN region thickness d = 400 nm. The hollow ZBLAN
microfiber exhibits a high nonlinear coefficient at the wave-
length range of 2–3 µm. The nonlinear coefficient γ =

399.79 W−1/km has been achieved in the optimized hol-
low ZBLAN microfiber with air-core radius a = 10 nm
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FIGURE 11. GVD characteristics of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber with
different ZBLAN region thicknesses d. Air-core radius α = 10 nm.

FIGURE 12. Nonlinear coefficient of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber for the
ZBLAN region thickness d = 400 nm.

and ZBLAN region thickness d = 400 nm at the pumping
wavelength of 2 µm. Fig. 12 shows that with the increase
in wavelength, the corresponding nonlinearity decreases, and
it sharply decreases especially at a wavelength of 2–4 µm.
When the air-core size decreases, the maximum value and
value range of the nonlinear coefficient decrease, and the
decline becomes slower. The influence of the ZBLAN region
thickness d on the nonlinear coefficient is also illustrated.
If the air-core size a is 400 nm, Fig. 13 shows the nonlinear
coefficient curves with various ZBLAN region thicknesses
of hollow microfiber. When the ZBLAN region thickness
increases, the effective area increases, and the nonlinear coef-
ficient decreases.

A high nonlinear optical fiber is conducive to the occur-
rence of nonlinear effects, but for optical communication,
a low nonlinear optical fiber is a better choice. Due to the
lower nonlinearity of the ZBLAN material, ZBLAN fiber
tapering has been studied for the generation of mid-IR coher-
ent continuous spectrum [37], and a ZBLAN PCF with low
nonlinear coefficients is designed for communication in 2–
3 µm mid-IR [38]. Compared with ZBLAN fiber taper and
ZBLAN PCF, the nonlinear coefficient of the small-size hol-
low microfiber is significantly improved. For the large vari-
ation range of the nonlinear coefficient, the hollow ZBLAN

FIGURE 13. Nonlinear coefficient of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber for
air-core radius α = 400 nm.

microfiber exhibited an extensive application prospect in non-
linear optics.

IV. CONCLUSION
We investigated the effect of various waveguide design
parameters on the propagation characteristics of hollow
ZBLAN microfibers in the mid-IR band. By tailoring the
waveguide geometry, the ZDW can move to a longer wave-
length with the increase in the air-core size and thickness,
and the maximum dispersion value also moves to the longer
band. When the ZBLAN region thickness increases to 2 µm,
the dispersion value is positive and gently changes. The non-
linear coefficient of the hollow ZBLAN microfiber varies by
approximately 20 times from 2 to 4 µm wavelength when
the ZBLAN region thickness changes from 400 nm to 5 µm.
By optimizing the geometric parameters such as the air-core
radius and ZBLAN region thickness, the dispersion and
nonlinear coefficient can be manipulated to achieve versatile
applications. The proposed method can be used to manipulate
the propagation characteristics of the microfiber in the mid-
IR regime, and the results provide a reference for the design
of high-performance mid-IR optoelectronic devices.
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